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ABSTRACT

Current testing solutions for distributed systems lack methods to reproduce the conditions found in complex network infrastructures. We argue that the emulation of multi-level topologies and fine-grained network behavior is necessary to provide an adequate testbed for experiments with distributed systems. Therefore we developed an extensible emulation environment called NESSEE, which emulates application behavior as well as network aspects. Evaluation results show its applicability for large-scale tests. Furthermore, the developed NESSEE platform is actually used by our industry partner Citrix Online for testing video conferencing systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The reproduction of network characteristics is well-established in network protocol development. It allows researchers to test new protocols or modifications of existing ones in a reproducible way. However, it can also be applied in network planning to predict consequences of certain infrastructure changes. Besides these use cases reproducing network characteristics is appropriate and even necessary for testing distributed systems. These tests often take place in laboratory environments with almost perfectly connected network nodes. In reality the parts of the distributed systems are located all over the globe and have to interact with each other overcoming thousands of kilometers and a significant number of network hops. During this communication packets get lost, delayed, reordered and corrupted. Concealing this behavior while testing distributed systems does not reflect the real world accurately enough.

Reproducing network conditions can be achieved by either simulation or emulation. While network simulation is a synthetic approach in which the whole networked system is mapped to a model that allows various calculations, network emulation is the imitation of a slow and unreliable network on a real physical network with better characteristics.

This work focusses on network emulation, because real network traffic must be exchanged between the nodes of a distributed system. A simulation of the application behavior would cause inordinate abstraction, because the software under test has to be reduced to a black box with certain distributions of incoming and outgoing packets.

Typical parameters of computer networks that can be emulated are the bandwidth limitation, the physical delay (through signal transmission), the delay caused by routing and the variation of delay. Furthermore, loss, duplication, corruption and reordering of packets may have influence on the transmitted packets. Finally, network emulation can also cover effects like background traffic, asymmetric routes and bandwidth sharing.

When performing scalability tests of the video conference systems of our industry partner Citrix Online, we found out some special emulation requirements for general testing of distributed systems. The support of complex network topologies is essential to allow emulation of networks of any complexity level.
Furthermore, the emulator has to differentiate between up and down links. It should also allow dynamic configuration changes during the runtime of a test. We found out that the most important parameters that should be emulated are bandwidth, delay and loss. To achieve the necessary degree of realistic behavior it is important to use the original software under test and not an abstract model. Finally, it is required to control the large number of SUT instances during test runtime to emulate application behavior as well.

In the following, we will first discuss related work and then present the concept of an emulation environment for scalability tests of distributed systems that includes network emulation. We further evaluate our approach, conclude the paper and point out the main objectives of our future work.

2. RELATED WORK

Much work has been done in the area of network emulation in the last two decades. The aim of this section is to give a brief overview on the state of the art of network emulation.

Emulation environments like PlanetLab [Peterson et al, 2006], OneLab [OneLab, 2012] and EmuLab [White et al, 2002] are a federation of multiple test networks of different scientific institutions and companies. Usually researchers can do experiments with these networks after they participated in the project by adding nodes to the test infrastructure. These environments have been enhanced by network emulation tools as described in [Carbone and Rizzo, 2001].

In [Schwerdel et al, 2011] a network emulation tool for the test environment G-Lab [Schwerdel et al, 2010] was developed. This tool called ToMaTo allows the definition of complex topologies and certain link characteristics with a graphical editor. Emulation environments fulfill most of the stated network-related requirements for large-scale testing of distributed systems (see Section 1). But they are not applicable for this use case, because they are not flexible enough in terms of dynamic changes during the runtime of an experiment. Furthermore, the main focus of these environments is performing experiments for network development and not large-scale testing of distributed systems. Therefore, there are no means to control and emulate the application behavior.

When searching for other solutions to emulate network behavior we found many hardware based products of various manufacturers. These hardware emulators are able to shape traffic very precisely, but they do not support complex network topologies and have limitations concerning dynamic changes during the test run. Therefore, we focused our search on freely available software emulators due to their greater flexibility and adaptability. The most important emulators we found and examined are discussed in the following.

NISTNet [Carson and Santay, 2003] is able to emulate all of the effects listed above. However, NISTNet is not able to emulate network topologies. Furthermore, it is not further developed and its beta level code (according to the official web site) prevents the application.

In contrast Netem/TC [Hemminger, 2005] was introduced as traffic shaper in most common Linux distributions since version 2.6. The provided functionalities to modify bandwidth, delay, loss and other effects based on various connection parameters like IP address or port number qualify Netem to work as a network emulation node inside a network emulation environment. Based on Netem the wide area network emulator WANem [Kalita and Nambiar, 2011] was developed. It provides extensions like an analyzer for measuring real network links and an option to emulate disconnects [Nambiar and Kalita, 2011]. However, it is not possible to use Netem or WANem for representing a whole network topology.

In FreeBSD 2.2.8 Dummynet [Carbone and Rizzo, 2010] has become the standard traffic shaping component of the ipfw firewall. Its basic concept called pipes is pretty handy to create virtual network topologies. Although Dummynet is only able to emulate bandwidth, loss and delay, there are many extensions based on this software. KauNet [Garcia et al, 2007] adds the ability to configure bit errors and it introduces a pattern-based approach. By using time- or data-driven patterns the precision and reproducibility of Dummynet was enhanced [Garcia et al, 2008]. ModelNet [Vahdat et al, 2002] in contrast to KauNet uses an unmodified version of Dummynet to emulate huge topologies on a predefined number of computers.

Recent work by [Nussbaum and Richard, 2009] showed that the emulation quality of the emulators Dummynet, NISTNet and Netem/TC is reasonable, although some emulators are still facing problems in certain scenarios. Dummynet for example still has problems with the accurate emulation of high data rates.

This section showed that there are already some solutions that can emulate network topologies and link characteristics as we require it for large-scale testing of distributed systems. But these solutions focus on
network development experiments and therefore do not provide any means to integrate the emulation of the network behavior with the emulation of the application behavior. To our knowledge there is no system combining the emulation of network and application behavior in an integrated way to facilitate testing large distributed systems.

From all the mentioned network emulators, Dummynet seems to be the best tool to emulate network topologies of any size and complexity. Therefore we use it as a basis for our integrated emulation platform NESSEE that is presented in the following section.

3. THE NESSEE PLATFORM

NESSEE (Network Endpoint Server Scenario Emulation Environment) provides a generic architecture for scalability tests of client/server-based distributed systems including network emulation. The general architecture and its most important components are presented in the following.

3.1 General architecture

As NESSEE is an emulation environment for typical client/server-based systems, the **Software Under Test** (SUT) can be the client software as well as the server software. The SUT is installed on various test systems that are usually virtual machines (VM), but physical machines can also be used. Typically, multiple instances of the client SUT run on one **Client Test System**. **Server Test Systems** usually contain only one instance of the server SUT.

Both types of SUT (client and server software) communicate with each other. All the communication is routed through the **Degrader**, as it is the standard gateway of all test systems. The Degrader is responsible for the network emulation. The network conditions of each SUT instance can be configured separately based on IP addresses and ports, which allows the differentiation of multiple SUT instances on one machine.

The central component **NESSEE Server** manages the test systems and coordinates the SUT and the Degrader according to a certain **test case**. The NESSEE Server also has a web interface, which the testers can use to manage their test systems, create and edit tests, control running tests and to analyze finished tests.

The client SUT instances are controlled via a **Test Node Module** (TNM), which also runs on each client test system as it follows an agent-based approach. Besides controlling the applications, the TNM agents help fetching logs and statistics.

Additionally, the test cases contain JavaScript based test scripts that are executed by NESSEE Server and TNM during the test. These test scripts allow controlling the test execution in a very flexible way.

![General architecture of the NESSEE platform](image-url)
enables the emulation of the behavior of the SUT. The results of each test, its statistics and logs are stored in the Central Log Repository.

The NESSEE Server retrieves the test cases from the Test Case Repository. These test cases are described in a generic, XML-based Test Description Language (TDL, see Section 3.2). The NESSEE Editor is a TDL authoring tool that enables the graphical modeling and detailed specification of test scenario descriptions within an independent application.

The main components of the NESSEE environment for application and network emulation are shown in Figure 1. In the following, the most important aspects of network emulation are discussed in detail.

3.2 Test Description Language

The Test Description Language is an XML-based generic description language that is used to formalize test cases that can be executed by the NESSEE Server.

The design of the TDL follows a modular concept and the modules are as independent from each other as possible. This allows the reuse and combination of components into a test case description that is executed on the test systems in the end. The NetworkTopology module defines the different network parameter sets and concrete network topologies. The Behavior module allows the definition of actions that can be arranged in complex flows. The TestCaseDescription links to the other modules and arranges the elements that are defined there into single test case representations.

In this work we focus on the network emulation and therefore provide an example of the NetworkTopology module. Here the tester can define different sets of network parameters called NetworkCapabilities. Listing 1 provides an example of the capability definition including delay (ms), bandwidth (kbps) and loss (percentage). Every single parameter can have a direction attribute that indicates whether it should be used for uplink, downlink or both. To define the client-side network topology we implicitly use the XML structure. The child elements of a NetworkNode (gateway, router) can be sub network nodes and NetworkEndpoints (the actual user computer). This enables modeling network topologies of any complexity. Every network node and endpoint can reference one of the previously defined capability parameter sets by its id. The server components of the distributed systems (VideoCluster in Listing 1) are modeled to run in DataCenters that are connected to the Internet via multiple Internet service providers (ISP). Each ISP can also have a special set of predefined network capabilities.

Listing 1. Example definition of network capabilities, a simple topology and one server component

```xml
<NetworkCapabilities id="DSL">
    <loss direction="both">0.1</loss><delay direction="both">12</delay>
</NetworkCapabilities>
<NetworkCapabilities id="DSL6000" BasedOn="DSL">
    <bandwidth direction="down">6000</bandwidth><bandwidth direction="up">1000</bandwidth>
</NetworkCapabilities>
</ClientTopology>
<NetworkNode id="DSLRouter" NetworkCapabilitiesId="DSL6000">
    <NetworkNodeType id="UserPC"/>
    <NetworkNode NetworkCapabilitiesId="WiFiRouter">
        <NetworkNodeType id="UserNotebook" NetworkCapabilitiesId="WiFiEndpoint"/>
    </NetworkNode>
</NetworkNode>
</ClientTopology>
<ServerComponents>
    <Datacenter id="datacenter_europe">
        <ISP id="isp01" NetworkCapabilitiesId="ISPCaps01"/>
        <ISP id="isp02" NetworkCapabilitiesId="ISPCaps02"/>
        <VideoCluster id="vidCluster01" defaultISPId="isp01"/>
    </Datacenter>
</ServerComponents>
```
3.3 Degrader

We decided to use Dummynet on a FreeBSD system as a basis of the Degrader because it meets the most important requirements and because of its extensibility. Therefore, the network emulation operates on the network layer. The Degrader is realized as a dedicated machine due to performance issues. The NESSEE Server provides a module called Degrader Control which binds the Degrader machine to the server. After parsing the TDL NetworkTopology module (see Listing 1) into a NESSEE internal topology model, the creation of the Dummynet configuration is done within an own data structure called Binding Model. Figure 2 shows that this model has the same structure as the NESSEE internal topology model. Its nodes are bound to equivalent nodes of the topology model. Two additional objects representing a Dummynet pipe and a Dummynet rule are attached to each node. A Dummynet pipe represents a channel with certain characteristics. These characteristics are derived from the network capabilities configured in the test case description. A Dummynet rule basically works like a firewall rule. It determines which packets have to pass which pipes based on IP addresses and port numbers of its source and destination.

![Figure 2. The Binding Model for the topology definition in Listing 1](image1)

Before starting a test case the Binding Model with all its nodes, pipes and rules is converted into the actual configuration commands of the Dummynet emulator which are then sent to the Degrader. Figure 3 illustrates the physical data flow from the client to the server test systems via the Degrader. All incoming traffic is forwarded to the corresponding pipe hierarchy.

![Figure 3. The physical data flow from the client test systems to the server test systems (up link) and back (down link) as well as its emulation inside the Degrader (example corresponds to Figure 2)](image2)

Both, Dummynet pipes and Dummynet rules of the Binding Model use an event-based approach to react on dynamic changes of the topology model, for example initiated by the tester or the test execution engine. This enables the topology model equivalent structure of the Binding Model to easily realize dynamic changes during runtime of a test. Such changes are handled by the data structure and sent to the Degrader almost in real-time.
4. EVALUATION

In this section we investigate on the accuracy of the network emulation and show that the Degrader can handle emulation of complex network topologies. To validate that the Degrader really emulates the configured network parameters we determine the deviation of configured and actually measured values. Measuring delay is done with the ping\(^1\) tool. Bandwidth and loss are determined with iperf\(^2\). The measured values are rechecked with the help of the statistics module of the Citrix Online video server, which also collects information about bandwidth, loss and delay of the conference attendees. All tests are done with video conferences of ten minutes length.

To determine the emulation accuracy of the parameters independently from each other we defined various example scenarios in which either bandwidth, loss or delay is specified. In our measurements the maximum deviation of delay is ±0.3ms (+0.2%) and the maximum deviation of loss is ±0.3%. To measure the bandwidth accuracy we had to create a test case without any bandwidth sharing between the nodes. We achieved an accuracy of ±3.5% of the configured bandwidth. We can observe that the amount of the configured values and the measured deviation correlate. This correlation has already been investigated by [Nussbaum and Richards, 2009].

\[
I_{\text{sum}} = 1 - \left( \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - l_i) \right) \tag{1}
\]

\(^{1}\) http://linux.die.net/man/8/ping
\(^{2}\) http://sourceforge.net/projects/iperf/
Figure 5 shows the accuracy in the combined measurements. The loss rate is still emulated very accurately (±0.1%), but the deviation of delay has a maximum value of about 4ms. This is caused by the more complex network topology as the packets have to pass multiple pipes. Due to Dummynet's packet release mechanisms which may release packets slightly too early or slightly too late, the delay deviation may vary around the configured value in positive and negative direction.

![Figure 5. The deviation of configured and measured delay and loss values for each Network Endpoint (NE) of the topology shown in Figure 4](image)

Regarding bandwidth sharing we can state that the measurements reflect the expected behavior. The bandwidth sum of NE1, NE2 and NE3 as well as NE4, NE5 and NE6 are nearly the same as the limitations of 10,000 kbps of the corresponding parent Network Nodes. The overall bandwidth of all Network Endpoints also meets the ISP2 bandwidth limitation of 20,000 kbps.

## 5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The main contribution of our work is an approach for the emulation of distributed systems with multi-level network topologies and fine-grained network parameters. To realize our approach we proposed an architecture for network emulation in large-scale tests, a generic Test Description Language and the NESSEE Degrader, that emulates network characteristics and behavior. The evaluation showed the implementation's good accuracy and the feasibility of emulating complex scenarios.

Our future work covers an extended comparison of existing network emulation solutions (software and hardware) not only based on features, but also regarding their performance and accuracy. We also plan to enhance the network emulation in NESSEE with further parameters like varying delays, reordering, duplication and corruption as well as typical effects like background traffic. Furthermore, we want to investigate on methods to determine practice-oriented values for the emulation of typical scenarios and network access technologies. The presented architecture in Section 3 uses only one Degrader for network emulation. In our ongoing work we are designing and implementing architecture extensions for larger scenarios in which a cluster of Degraders will be necessary.
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